
Large writing and small writing
There are as many misconceptions and misunderstandings about size as any other factor involved in
handwriting. First of all, individual pupils may have a completely different concept of size to you. They may not
see their writing as particularly large or small at all. Some people associate small with neat, while others think it
might be quicker to write small. Neither are particularly true; it is more time consuming to write very small and
still retain legibility. The writer of the first small example is a calligrapher and has sufficient hand control to
write both fast and legibly, but the second one has sacrificed any attempt at joining in order to appear neat. It
requires both great agility and efficient letterforms for small scripts to succeed.

Over-large letters present other problems and have different causes. The unfortunate boy who produced the final
example had enlarged his writing because his teacher had said that his writing was illegible. He thought making
it larger would help. What he needed was some help with the movement of some of his letters. If nothing else,
wider line spacing would have helped both the over-large writers.

Some of the causes of either over-large or tiny writing can be put down to certain characteristics of the writers,
but not all. Questions, as usual, are a vital part of understanding, before offering advice. 
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Small letters must be clear and well spaced. Complex or careless writing is illegible when small.

Try to control the size of your letters so there is space between the lines of writing. Many of these letters are wrongly formed. Making them larger does not make
them any more legible.

Large writing and small writing

The size of your writing is a personal matter but there are limits. Small writing must be clear and well spaced or it will be
hard to read. Tiny writing can be a sign of tension. Relax and it gets larger. Over-large writing gets muddled as the lines
mesh together.




